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Excerpts Fatima Jinnah’s from Speech in Lahore:
“Standing in your midst, my mind goes to the time when twenty four years ago the
representatives of muslims of the subcontinent adopted in this city the historic Pakistan
resolution at the session of the All India Muslim League . . . Lahore made history and gave a
lead which changed the face of the subcontinent. . .

Today, seventeen years after the inception of Pakistan you are again faced with a critical
situation and you have to take a momentous decision. The problem before you is to create
conditions which would enable you to work for realisation of the ideals and for which
Pakistan was brought into being . . . When you adopted the Lahore resolution you had
before you, the vision of a state in which every citizen would be treated as a decent human
being with rights and responsibilities, in which everyone would be assured of fundamental
rights, equality of opportunity and basic necessities of life . . . Whatever the cause, that vision
has not been realised . . .

There is today a wide cleavage between the people who want free democratic institutions and
between the cliques of rulers who want all powers in their own hands and who . . . are trying
to set a façade of democratic institutions . . . They have arrogated to themselves all the
patriotism and claim that they alone, and no-one else, understand what is good for the
country and what is in the interest of the people. Today they have discovered that democracy
does not suit the genius of the people. On the contrary it is a recorded fact of history that
without people’s clear understanding, Pakistan could not have been achieved.”

“We worked hard and fought for Pakistan so that we and the coming generations may live
therein freely and in honour. To lead simple, honest, purposeful lives and not to suffocate in
an environment laden with fear and reeking with corruption. Let us therefore build that Real
Pakistan as dreamed by 100 million people.” (FJ File 274)



The Pakistan Times - Lahore

Morning News - Karachi



Ayub’s Responses and Propaganda 
against Fatima Jinnah: 

• “He [Ayub] said, that Miss Jinnah is a very venerable person. She is
the sister of the Quaid-e-Azam, but that does not mean that certain
elements should be allowed to hide behind her to promote their
designs to disrupt the country. She has no knowledge of the
circumstances in the country. She has no knowledge about the
problems in the country. She has no comprehension of the part this
country should play in the international platform. And she has been in
permanent opposition to every order.”

• “National Awami Party was dead set against Pakistan with a foreign
ideology. Awami League stands for regionalism. Jama’at Islami had
from its inception been against Pakistan and if today it has any affinity
with the country, it is for the purpose of exploiting the country.” 3 Oct,
1964



• “Miss Jinnah’s election will be national suicide.”

• “[The] president severely criticised Fatima Jinnah saying
that she had deviated from Pakistan ideology . . . And in
her mad lust for power, the president said, Miss Jinnah
had lost desire for the prosperity of Pakistan. She has
unfortunately been joined in her efforts by people who
are the enemies of Pakistan.”





Letters and Responses from the Public to Fatima Jinnah

• “You have come out of your long solitude to campaign for and establish
democracy and Islamic ideology. You have said much about democracy, direct
elections and sovereignty of the people, but not so much about Islamic ideology
under which sovereignty belongs NOT to the people but to Allah . . . One who
bears true allegiance to Islamic ideology will find it difficult to fit democracy of
your conception squarely into that ideology. . . The most important point about
sovereignty is that whereas the sovereignty of the people is determined by a
majority vote, sovereignty of divine fundamentals remains unaffected even by a
99.9% adverse majority vote. Would you kindly review your stand on democracy
cum Islamic ideology and see that in your further campaigning you do not damage
Islamic ideology to which Pakistan is indebted to its creation and establishment.”
(FJ File 523)

• Aug 1964: “I as an admirer of Quaid-e-Azam and your good self consider it my
sacred duty to earnestly urge upon you not to get yourself involved in the mire of
political controversy . . . It will be a definite disservice to the cause that you hold
dear of serving as dispassionate and unalleged guide of your people. I respectfully
point out that your mission is being better served from your present position as
only the sister of Quaid-e-Azam and not as an ambitious and power hungry
woman.” (FJ File 518)



Letters and Responses from the Public to Fatima Jinnah 
(continued)

• Oct 1964: “entry of Miss Jinnah into the quagmire of practical politics was not only un-sagacious but
inopportune. Making nearly half the nation her opponent, it lowered her position as a symbol of national
reverence. If her presence in political life was important, Quaid himself would have appointed her in
cabinet.”

• Sept 1964: “mischievous elements . . . want to exploit the masses under your name. For us, you are a sacred
trust which Quaid-e-Azam left to be revered . . . Your position . . . does not come down to the level of
entering politics and contesting elections and providing people even an opportunity to raise a finger.” (FJ File
518)

• “Tried to impress upon you the harm that you do to your own reputation and the memory of the great man
whose sister you are as also to the millat by uttering the platitudes you take every opportunity to indulge in,
but you have not deviated . . . You are no longer socially worthy of preaching to a nation.” (FJ File 526)



Election Period Summed up in International Coverage: Times New 
York, “Trouble with the Mother”- Dec 1964

“What upset Ayub was that Fatima Jinnah looked so good in pants. The
more she upbraided Ayub, the louder Pakistanis cheered the frail figure
in her shalwar. By last week, with Pakistan’s first presidential election
only a fortnight away, opposition to Ayub had reached a pitch
unequalled in his six years of autocratic rule . . .

. . .White haired Miss Jinnah, 71, the candidate of five ragtag and
usually disunited opposition parties, was picked mainly because she was
the sister and confidante of the late revered Muhammad Ali Jinnah,
father of his nation’s independence. But Pakistan’s response to her
razor-tongued attacks on Ayub’s highhanded ways has surprised and
shocked the government . . .

. . . [Despite] heavy support in rural areas, where many Moslem electors
particularly disapprove of a woman’s candidacy and where Ayub’s
economic reforms have helped more than in the cities . . . Ayub is
running scared because Candidate Jinnah has managed to focus every
form of discontent in the country. To brake her bandwagon, he
abruptly decreed that elections would be held Jan. 2, instead of March,
as originally scheduled. Explaining lamely that the situation “is a little
tense”, the government also rescinded a law specifying that political
rallies must be open to the public . . . As for Ayub, he plainly regretted
ever calling the elections in the first place. For after six years or insisting
that Pakistanis were not ready for democracy, the campaign had shown
that Mohammad Ayub probably isn’t either.”



“And you will donate Pakistan prosperity and peace by your sublime prayers
rather than all this tangle of presidential affairs. I humbly request you to reject or
withdraw candidature. It does not become Mather-e-Millat . . . Madam, I
approach with a request to reject all Earthy matters, these dust particles, and
kindly perform Hajj pilgrimage to Mecca instead.” (FJ Papers, File 526, p.22)



Appendix: Excerpts from Fatima Jinnah’s Statements and 
Speeches

• “During the past four months the country has been [through] tremendous political shocks; methods have
been used which were far from dignified in character . . . These events however have brought out the
painful reality that democratic institutions are still not allowed to function in a normal way. Thus in this
land of hope and promise, a combination of circumstances has given us shock after shock . . . And shaken
our national pride.”

• “It is indeed an irony of history that a people who brought about their existence through wise and fearless
exercise of their franchise should today be asking for enfranchisement. There is hardly any independent
country today where any doubt exists as to the desirability, nay, necessity, of allowing every adult to
choose by free expression of vote, those to whom the affairs of the country should be entrusted. The
people of Pakistan are not the pariahs of nature.”

• “Freedom from foreign yoke is worthless unless it results in freedom directly to choose your own
government . . . The sovereignty, in a democratic free country must reside in the people. They must have
a right to directly to choose their representatives to the government . . . That is your basic right and
without conferment of that right, no constitution can claim to provide for a democratic form of
government.”

• “You must remember that no power on earth can wrench from your hands your sovereign rights which
you have inherited in this country. No-one can dispossess you of your spirit and your soul. . . No-one can
snatch from you that power that resides in your hands collectively.”

FJ Files 1082, 275-77


